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Abstract 
 
The voluminous published literature on the lethality of asbestos begs the question, 
“What did industry know back then?”  Because of the importance of this question in 
determining corporate liability in the US, considerable effort has been made to 
investigate the matter over the past 40 years.  Extensive pre-trial legal discovery has 
unearthed an extraordinary range of corporate documents reflecting the knowledge 
and actions of individual companies, both before the era of regulation starting in 
1970 and later, as regulatory and media pressures and damage suits mounted.    
 
 
Introduction 
 
 The legal system in the US provides that the manufacturers, sellers, and users 
of products can bear financial responsibility through product liability, premises 
owner liability, and pollution liability.  I have participated in legal cases as an expert 
witness on the public health and corporate history of knowledge about the dangers 
of asbestos.  This is necessarily a public health point of view, my background is in 
engineering and science of public health, I am not a lawyer.   The pre-trial discovery 
process in the US is a unique and powerful means for exposing the truth about 
historic corporate knowledge about toxic dangers.   
 
 Evidence of corporate knowledge at the time of exposure is important in 
proving negligence.  Negligence can arise from failure to warn consumers about 
product dangers known to the manufacturer.  It can also arise from failure to warn 
of dangers of toxic materials that go home on workers’ clothes and expose family 
members.  Negligence can also be demonstrated in cases where pollution from an 
industrial site harms people in the nearby community.  Usually, no such cases can be 
filed by workers against their employers, because of limitations to compensation 
through administrative procedures imposed by workers’ compensation laws.   
 
 Irving Selikoff, renowned medical expert on asbestos, was baffled that 
insurers took on as much risk as they did over asbestos, given their reputation for 
expertise in assessing financial risks.  Insurers knew breathing asbestos shortened 
workers’ lives before the word “asbestosis” appeared in the medical literature.  The 
liabilities paid in US asbestos litigation totals well over $100 billion to date, and in 
2006 future liabilities were estimated at $140 billion to over $300 billion.  At least 
1000 corporations have been sued.  Hundreds of thousands of legal cases over 
asbestos disease compensation have been resolved, hundreds of thousands more 
are pending. 
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Legal Discovery in Asbestos Litigation 
 
 The US legal system provides for extensive pre-trial “discovery” in order to 
promote settlement by the parties in the case as well as to help both sides obtain 
evidence.  Opposing parties can seek evidence through subpoenas for relevant 
documents and the taking of depositions.  In discovery starting in the late 1970s, 
lawyers representing US plaintiffs have extracted extraordinary documentation 
about the history of knowledge and action on asbestos hazards by many major 
industrial corporations. 
 
 Broadly speaking, corporate knowledge consists of 1) early knowledge 
before the 1970s era of government regulation and growth of public awareness, and 
2) later cover-up and disinformation as industry came under increasing public 
pressures to warn of and reduce hazards and seek safer substitute materials.  A 
review of the publicly available information guided the use of legal discovery to 
pursue evidence of corporate knowledge – documents and sworn answers to 
interrogatories from the corporations, and sworn depositions of their past and 
present officials.   
 
 Many large asbestos, oil, chemical, railroad, automobile, turbine, and 
shipbuilding companies had knowledge about asbestosis since the 1930s and 1940s.  
This came through company doctors and industrial hygienists receiving professional 
publications, subscribing to medical abstracting publications such as the Industrial 
Hygiene Digest (started by the Industrial Hygiene Association, IHF, in 1937), and 
participating in the National Safety Council (NSC, 1912 -), which had annual 
conferences and published numerous reports and magazines describing worker 
health hazards.   
 
 Specific corporate attention to asbestos hazards came through medical 
examination of workers, air sampling of manufacturing processes and product use 
to measure asbestos dust exposures, installation of plant industrial ventilation 
systems, and selection of respirators for employees.  The IHF also did hundreds of 
confidential industrial hygiene and medical surveys for member companies, only a 
few of which have been disclosed through legal discovery.  The filing of workers’ 
compensation claims (almost never because the worker was told by his employer 
that he had an occupational disease) also created documentation in corporate and 
public files about the things that companies said and learned in these proceedings.   
 
 For example, a major insulation contracting company disclosed a 14-page list 
of workers’ compensation claims it was involved in, starting in 1952.  Armed with 
the claimants’ names, and the dates, locations, and claim file numbers, it was 
possible for me and my co-workers to search public records in states where records 
were retained and available.  The claim files revealed impressive knowledge of 
asbestos dangers by a number of employer defendants in these cases.  The victims 
were mainly insulation workers, their employers were insulation manufacturers’ 
contracting divisions and other insulation contracting firms that maintained piping 
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systems at shipyards, refineries, etc.  Through involvement in these cases, 
manufacturers and contractors learned that insulation workers sustained asbestosis 
and lung cancer from working with asbestos insulation. 
 
 The process of assembling information on the public health and corporate 
history of asbestos involved diverse sources.  The recorded history began with 
publicly available sources and soon came to also include corporate knowledge. 
  
 
Publicly Available Information 
 
 Anyone seeking to could easily have learned about the hazards of asbestos.  
In the Index Medicus, a standard reference in medical libraries, articles on asbestosis 
were listed by subject.  Abstracting publications carried short summaries of recently 
published articles on occupational diseases including asbestosis.  The Journal of 
Industrial Hygiene (US, 1919-) and Bulletin of Hygiene (UK, 1926-) published 
hundreds of abstracts annually of articles on occupational illness, annually indexed 
by subject.  Medical texts on occupational diseases published from the early 1930s 
on had sections on asbestos hazards that are easily found using the books’ tables of 
contents and indexes.    
 
 A salesman for the large US asbestos company, Johns-Manville, recorded 
what he learned about asbestosis in an afternoon at a medical library in 1930.  The 
J-M salesman used an abstracting publication to locate a British medical article that 
he described in detail.  The articles summarized in the abstracts commonly included 
numerous citations to earlier published reports.  
 
1.  Types of published literature: 
 
      Index Medicus, medical journals, medical texts, abstracting publications, and  
                medical conference proceedings 
       Safety journals and texts     
       Industry trade magazines   
       Encyclopedias, popular magazines, newspapers 
       Historic government publications on health and safety hazards 
       Individual company and trade association product publications 
       Industry health and safety association publications (IHF, NSC) 
       Professional association membership directories and publications  
                (mechanical engineering, industrial medicine and hygiene)  
       Texts of historic state workers’ compensation laws identifying  
                specific occupational diseases as compensable   
       Legal records, judgments and appeal decisions in cases 
  
2.  Publicly available archives 
 
       Workers’ compensation records of occupational disease claims 
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       Government communications and records of inspections and citations 
       Industry communications to government over development of    
                 regulations 
         
3.  Interviews and testimony of “old timers” in occupational medicine, industrial 
hygiene, and unions’ experiences and records. 
 
4.  Publications of corporate doctors, industrial hygienists, medical consultants, 
including journal articles and chapters in books. 
 
5.  Patents and technology literature, including recommended-practices guides from 
manufacturers.   
 
 
Non- Public Information from Defendant Corporations Disclosed in Legal Discovery 
 
1.   Industry trade association minutes 
 
2.   History of product sale and product warnings, by corporation and product (date, 
content) 
 
3.   Internal memos, management fact-sheets, and outside consultant records 
 
medical exams of workers 
air monitoring for exposure levels in manufacturing and end-product use  
warning labeling on products 
workers’ compensation disease claims  
response to government and union pressures to control hazards  
reaction to media reports on asbestos hazards  
meetings with medical experts  
attendance at medical and technical conferences 
installation of industrial ventilation 
use of respirators for employees 
adoption of sanitary measures to lessen danger of workers taking  
      deadly dust home on their clothing  
posting of health warning signs in dangerous areas of plants 
development of safer products (e.g., non-asbestos)  
sales memos on dealing with customer concerns about hazards  
dangerous practices of competitors   
experimental animal tests on products   
payments to litigation experts and consultants 
 
4.  Insurance company letters and reports of medical and hygiene inspections of 
insured manufacturing companies.  
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5.  Testimony of still-living former corporate officials, including those identified in 
discovered corporate documents. 
  
 
The Public Health History of Asbestos 
 
 The hazards of asbestos were noted by British factory inspectors in 1898.  In 
1918, insurance actuary Frederick Hoffman wrote that it was generally the practice 
of life insurance companies in the US and Canada to decline to insure asbestos 
workers “on account of the assumed health-injurious conditions in the industry.” (1) 
In the 1920s, the lung scarring disease asbestosis was named and described in 
detail, in reports of totally disabling and fatal cases.  Medical surveys of asbestos 
factory workers showed that 25% or more of them had asbestosis, and national 
requirements for asbestos dust control and compensation for asbestosis were 
enacted in some countries in the 1930s.   
 
 The early literature also described the protective measures needed.  The first 
medical survey of asbestosis in asbestos textile factory workers detailed the need 
for local exhaust ventilation, wet methods of processing, and housekeeping 
measures to avoid the accumulation of dust on floors and equipment.  Dust 
respirators were recommended as a last resort.  This 1930 British government 
report, widely cited in the literature, also recommended education of the worker to 
a “sane appreciation” of the delayed lethal risk.(2)  
 
 Lung cancer in workers with asbestosis was the subject of case reports in 
1935-36, and by the end of 1938 German state insurance carriers were 
compensating lung cancer with even slight asbestosis as occupational cancer.(3)  In 
1949, government officials in Britain reported that 13% of (235) people known to 
have died with asbestosis also had cancers of the lung and pleura; the 
corresponding pulmonary cancer rate in general autopsies was then only 1%.(4)  
Epidemiological studies in the US and UK in the mid-1950s confirmed that asbestos-
exposed workers had an increased rate of lung cancer.(5,6) 
 
 Primary cancer of the pleura, or mesothelioma, was exceedingly rare when it 
was first recognized as an occupational cancer of asbestos workers in 1943.  In the 
1960s, epidemiologists showed that mesothelioma was not only an occupational 
disease of work with asbestos, but it also occurred among family members of the 
workers because of the dust brought into the home by the workers on their clothes.  
Neighbors of asbestos plants -- who did not live with anyone who worked with 
asbestos – also had an increased chance of developing this “signal tumor” of 
asbestos exposure.  In shipyards, where asbestos insulation and other products 
were widely used, mesotheliomas of pleura and peritoneum were occurring in 
workers in many trades.(7) 
 
 Some of these findings were covered in the British media in 1965-67.  
Demanding more protection by the government and employers, workers went on 
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strike in Scotland over the dangers of using asbestos insulation.  London dockers 
refused to handle shipments of asbestos, which was packed in jute bags that leaked 
dust profusely and also would sometimes tear in transit.  It was common to load 
other variously shaped cargo items in the holds of ships and then throw in the sacks 
of asbestos to fill the remaining space.    
 
 Death and disease among asbestos product users, in particular, were 
documented in over 50 case reports and epidemiological studies between 1932-
1963, published all over the world.  The people with asbestosis and occupational 
lung cancer and mesothelioma were mostly construction workers handling asbestos 
thermal insulation.  A major international conference on asbestos was convened in 
1964 in New York.  The conference organizer, Dr. Irving Selikoff, had just published 
an epidemiological mortality study documenting the highly excessive death rate 
among insulators from asbestosis, lung cancer, and mesothelioma.(8)  Johns-
Manville and at least one other US manufacturer started to place vague health 
warnings on these products that year, based on liability considerations.  There 
would be no US government regulators or regulations to require warning labeling 
until 1972.    
 
 Despite the pandemic recorded at the New York conference, reconfirmed by 
reports through the 1960s, asbestos use in the industrial nations kept increasing 
into the 1970s.  Modern laws and regulations were then enacted in many industrial 
countries.  New governmental agencies created for the protection of workers, 
consumers, and the environment provided employment for independent health 
professionals.  This was a major development in the fields of industrial medicine and 
hygiene, which had previously been totally dominated by corporate occupational 
health experts.  And as all this was going on, trade unions were starting to 
appreciate the insidious danger of breathing asbestos dust in concentrations that 
might not even be visible.  Around the world, public awareness of environmental 
hazards was growing with media coverage on asbestos and other toxic substances.  
 
 Global asbestos use peaked in 1975 at about 5 million metric tons.  After that, 
sales in the industrial countries declined.  An offsetting rise in consumption in the 
developing world was only beginning.  Public health activists warned of the export 
of asbestos and other hazardous industries to developing countries.  Multinational 
asbestos corporations based in the US, Europe, Australia, and Japan were 
aggressively expanding markets in Latin America, Asia, and Africa.  It soon became 
clear that there was often a double standard:  foreign operations of the big 
companies did not come close to meeting the standards for protection of workers 
and consumers these companies observed in their home countries.   
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 The political reality was that the vast global record on asbestos disease was 
insufficient to motivate protective measures in many countries where little had 
been reported.  In most cases, asbestos first had to achieve widespread use in a 
country, for a generation or more, by which time construction trades or other 
unions needed to become concerned and try to get some of their members examined 
by independent doctors who could diagnose asbestos disease.  Doctors needed to 
actually diagnose cases of asbestos disease.  Then and only then could industry 
resistance and government inertia be confronted with a campaign that could 
succeed.  Making asbestos disease “visible” in a country was vitally important in 
bringing about protective measures in that country.      
 
 The development of non-asbestos brake pads in the 1970s and 1980s set the 
stage for national bans on all major uses of asbestos.  Regulations in the industrial 
nations had raised the cost of using asbestos and banned its use in thermal 
insulation and some other products.  Liability from selling asbestos products 
became apparent, particularly in the US, and liability insurance costs and availability 
reflected this.  Media reports continued, and public awareness was growing.  Plant 
neighbors and unions demanded more protection.  
 
 Asbestos had until the 1970s had been cheap.  The health costs of asbestos 
use had been quietly externalized to society by the asbestos industry.  Workers, 
consumers, and national health services were left to pay almost all of the costs of the 
rising toll.  The introduction of safer products was unfairly delayed by this public 
“subsidy” for asbestos use.  The very companies that made asbestos products would 
have to be induced to convert factories, often in addition to developing new 
technology, and they forcefully opposed efforts of the government, unions, or 
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anyone else to change the way they ran their businesses.  The asbestos mines would 
have to close.   
 
 Asbestos is still too cheap in countries where it is still used.  The conditions 
of use have been widely shown to lack any protective measures.  This is an industry 
that can only be profitable if it largely avoids paying the costs it imposes on society.  
The long delay between the increased asbestos use and the deaths it causes presents 
a frightening public health challenge.  As the trend of mesothelioma death rates in 
Mexico shows, an epidemic of occupational and environmental disease can be set in 
motion without any sign for years, only to emerge with stunning force when it starts 
to be reflected in mortality statistics.(9) 

 
 
 
 Asbestos is believed to cause about 255,000 deaths each year, globally.(10)  
The sale and use of asbestos and new asbestos products has been banned in about 
60 countries.  Nonetheless, world consumption stubbornly persisted at around 2 
million metric tons/year from 2000-2015, finally declining by one third in 2016-
2017.  The WHO and ILO have called for all countries to ban asbestos since 2006.  
Safer substitute construction materials are available to replace asbestos-cement 
sheet and pipe, the main uses of asbestos in the world.(11)  The asbestos industry is 
a criminal industry whose efforts to lobby governments should be rejected, similarly 
to the representatives of the tobacco industry under the tobacco policy guidelines of 
the World Health Organization.(12) 
 
 Banning asbestos doesn’t solve the problem of asbestos in place.  The volume 
of scrap asbestos building waste from demolished structures in Japan will exceed 
one million tons/year for the first quarter of this century.  Brazilian economists 
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calculate that the initial price advantage of asbestos construction materials is more 
than offset by the added cost of hazardous waste disposal at the end of the product 
life-cycle, under regulations now in effect in Brazil.(13)  With enforcement of clear 
rules requiring training and certification of workers removing and disposing of 
asbestos-containing materials, the needed range of products and services will 
become available, as has happened in Australia.  
  
 
Corporate Knowledge and Actions on Asbestos Hazards 
 
 Once documents are disclosed in legal discovery, they are usually publicly 
available for any purpose.  The exception would be where the judge imposes a 
protective order, which is uncommon.  Sometimes cases settle because the 
defendant does not want to disclose documents in discovery.  Foreign automakers 
go to great lengths to argue that discovery should be limited to their US subsidiaries. 
 
 I wrote my doctoral thesis about the history of corporate knowledge about 
asbestos hazards and published a book, now in its 5th edition (2005), Asbestos: 
Medical and Legal Aspects.(7)  As an expert witness in trials since 1979, I’ve 
obtained access to documents disclosed by a large number of corporations in 
discovery.  You lose your innocence reading these documents.   
 
 Leading companies making asbestos products knew about asbestos hazards 
decades before they shared such knowledge with their workers and customers.  It 
was widely known in major industries since the 1930s that asbestos dust caused 
asbestosis, a potentially fatal disease.  Various industrial insurance rates (workers’ 
compensation, group health and group life insurance, later product liability) were 
increased for asbestos as one of the most dangerous industrial dusts. 
 
 Johns-Manville was the US industry leader.   J-M’s Board of Directors paid off 
11 asbestosis victims in New Jersey in 1933, also getting the lawyer who brought 
the cases to agree to not file any others.  J-M and Raybestos-Manhattan executives 
repeatedly prevented the trade magazine, Asbestos, from mentioning asbestosis 
after 1930, a practice that the magazine continued until 1969.  
 
 The Asbestos magazine letters were found in a cache of documents known as 
the Sumner Simpson papers.  They were kept in a “Dust” box handed down by 
Sumner Simpson, President of Raybestos-Manhattan (R-M) in the 1930s and 1940s, 
to his son, who was running the company when the asbestos litigation hit.  I heard of 
these documents at the time of the second big New York asbestos conference Dr. 
Selikoff organized in 1978 and was shown a few of the letters.  I went with a 
journalist and two lawyers to the New Jersey court, where court records in a 
pending case listed a large number of the documents by date and names of the 
correspondents.  Just seeing that list, I knew this was an extraordinary archive.  
Journalists called it the “Pentagon Papers of the asbestos industry”:  secretly editing 
medical literature, suppressing research showing pulmonary cancers in 
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experimental animals, getting employees’ chest X-rays taken by the Public Health 
Service after obtaining government assurance that the X-rays would not be given to 
lawyers, suppressing an industry survey showing asbestosis was widespread in 
asbestos textile plants.  The leading roles in the cover-up were played by R-M 
President Simpson and J-M corporate lawyer Vandiver Brown.  
 
 Vandiver Brown got the authors to make critical changes to a published 
medical report on asbestosis at five asbestos plants, in order to keep asbestosis from 
being included in New Jersey’s workers’ compensation law in 1935.  Cancer findings 
in experimental animal studies were suppressed in the 1940s by asbestos company 
sponsors, whose right to approve or censor any report of the findings was stated in 
the research contract with the Saranac Laboratory.  Corporate executives from nine 
sponsoring companies unanimously decided that all reference to cancer and tumors 
must be removed from the published report – this instruction was followed, as 
shown in correspondence and the edited draft report.(7)  A key figure in all this was 
Dr. Anthony Lanza of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.  As a result, Met Life 
has been sued in the asbestos litigation on grounds of conspiracy with asbestos 
companies to downplay and misrepresent the hazards of asbestos to the public.  
 
 The president of General Electric was a friend of Dr. Alice Hamilton, a leading 
US expert on occupational diseases.  In the doctor’s archive at Harvard and the GE 
files, reports and letters from the 1920s and early 1930s describe many 
occupational hazards including asbestos at GE plants.  The GE president directed 
that the asbestos hazards be dealt with in a letter to a company vice president.  
Subsequently, industrial hygiene at one GE plant making asbestos-insulated wire 
was described and praised in a 1942 report by the state of Pennsylvania (7).   
 
 Railroad company doctors at their annual meetings advised education of the 
worker to prevent asbestosis in 1935 and heard that asbestos caused lung cancer in 
1958.  Doctors running a clinic in Quebec for asbestos mining companies raised no 
alarm among the workers, even as many developed asbestosis and lung cancer.   
When Chrysler was building a plant to make a sealing product using asbestos and 
toxic chemicals in 1946, the doctor involved was unable to get management to 
“establish a precedent” by providing separate lockers for street clothes and work 
clothing.(7)  
 
  The American Petroleum Institute established the Medical Advisory 
Committee in 1945.  This was a forum for the big oil company doctors and industrial 
hygienists to share information.  At least three reports they shared in 1945-48 noted 
the carcinogenicity of asbestos.  A 1948 confidential report by a Standard Oil of New 
Jersey industrial hygienist recommended the provision and laundry of work clothes 
by employers in industries where toxic and carcinogenic materials were handled.  
Sharing of reports on carcinogens, including asbestos, continued into the 1950s 
through the oil trade association committee.(7)   
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 It appears that some oil companies subcontracted insulation work to avoid 
labor unrest from their own workers in the 1960s.  Other companies were hired to 
do this maintenance work during scheduled refinery shut-downs; their workers 
would finish their tasks in weeks or months and move on.  The oil companies 
realized this could eventually expose them to premises owner liability suits from the 
contract workers and bought insurance.  When in 2006 other asbestos litigation 
defendants moved to shut down the asbestos litigation and replace the courts with a 
limited administrative system funded by industry contributions, the bill needed 60 
of 100 votes to move forward in the US Senate.  The vote was 59-40, and the 
legislation died by one vote, in part because it was opposed by big oil and chemical 
companies who were adequately insured under the existing system and did not 
want to contribute to a new fund for 25 years. 
 
 At Abex, an asbestos brake manufacturer, the medical director pleaded with 
the company president (“forbidden…it could cost me my job”) in 1981 to get plant 
managers to implement medical and hygiene changes.  It is clear from the corporate 
documents that the company doctors didn’t run the companies.  A company doctor 
needed executive management approval to so much as tell a worker he was 
examining that breathing microscopic asbestos dust could cause lung cancer.    
 
 Bendix (now Honeywell) used Johns-Manville asbestos to make brake pads.  
In 1966, the Bendix purchasing director passed along an article from a chemical 
industry trade magazine to the sales manager at J-M.  The article suggested that 
since asbestos caused cancer, there might be more markets for alternatives from the 
chemical industry.  EA Martin at Bendix earned a special place in the US asbestos 
litigation by sarcastically writing, “if you have enjoyed a good life while working 
with asbestos products why not die from it.”(7)  Bendix, like the rest of the industry, 
apparently did not consider placing warning labels on boxes of brake pads until 
after being required to by US OSHA regulations in 1972. 
 
 These OSHA asbestos regulations required employers to take periodic air 
samples and inform workers in writing within 5 days if their exposures exceeded 
the permissible limits.  Alcoa’s workers’ compensation manager noted that 50 
employees in their Tennessee operations alone were being over-exposed to 
asbestos, along with 1 percent of the hourly work force.  Drawing the picture of 
indefensible workers’ compensation claims and union demands for safeguards, he 
concluded, “Perhaps we should consider not notifying the employee and taking our 
chances with an inspection and citation.”(14)  One former employee of the 
aluminum company with mesothelioma filed suit against Alcoa, claiming that his 
willful exposure with no warning constituted intentional harm.  Since there are 
narrow exceptions to the workers’ compensation laws for intentional harm of 
employees, the court could have allowed that compensation could be determined by 
a jury trial and not limited to the small amount available administratively through 
workers’ compensation law.  The plaintiff’s lawyers, in discovery, uncovered no 
evidence of notification to Alcoa’s workers about asbestos exposure before 1983 
and no records of compensation claims for asbestos disease.  Alcoa paid to settle the 
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case in 2017 after the court allowed unprecedented discovery of Alcoa records and 
ruled that the employee’s trial against Alcoa could proceed. 
 
 Owens-Illinois made widely used Kaylo thermal insulation starting in 1943 
and immediately commissioned experimental animal studies of the product’s dust.  
The work was done by the Saranac Laboratory, whose records were made available 
by the defunct lab’s parent organization, the Trudeau Foundation.  The Saranac 
director reported to O-I in 1948 that the longest-exposed animals all had developed 
asbestosis.  He concluded that it was better to learn that in animals rather than later 
in industrial workers.  “Thus the company, being forewarned, will be in a better 
position to institute adequate control measures for safeguarding exposed 
employees and protecting its own interests.”(7)  When I saw the old carbon copy of 
this letter in the Kaylo file, I thought this was the clearest expression of “notice” I 
could imagine.  O-I never warned anyone about the product’s dangers and even 
advertised Kaylo as “non-toxic” in the 1950s.  Then O-I sold the business in 1958, 
still taking on a lot of liability but getting out in time to later avoid bankruptcy in 
asbestos litigation.       
 
 Owens-Corning Fiberglas was set up in 1938 and was somehow induced to 
start using asbestos in an insulating cement along with fiber-glass starting 1941.  
Even so, they viewed the asbestos companies as competitors and considered 
informing the insulation workers’ union when the union pressed for extra pay to 
handle fiber-glass, which caused skin irritation.  One of the “fiber glass itch” 
documents was a 1942 memo from the firm’s public relations chief to OCF’s 
president.  It spoke of a “weapon-in-reserve” of hundreds of pages of articles on 
asbestosis that OCF could use to overturn the union leadership if they couldn’t get 
the union to drop its pay demands.(7)  But this came up just weeks after the US 
entered World War II, and the union was never warned by OCF about asbestos.  OCF 
later bought the Kaylo business from O-I and did not apply health warning labels 
until 1970 or later. 
 
 Asbestos industry documents show that the companies went to great lengths 
“to find some way of preventing Dr. Selikoff from creating problems and affecting 
sales,” as a 1965 OCF memo put it.  Asbestos Textile Institute (ATI) minutes describe 
member companies’ protests and threats, successfully preventing the distribution of 
press releases at the historic asbestos conference in New York in 1964.(15)  The 
press releases were retained in the ATI minutes, warnings of a menace to the 
general public the companies suppressed, diminishing media coverage of the 
conference.(7)    
 
 ATI minutes noted a 1949 Scientific American article citing asbestos as a 
cause of lung cancer.  The 1956 minutes noted a medical publication saying asbestos 
factory neighbors were at risk of lung cancer.  The minutes recorded a vote in 1957 
against supporting an experimental study on asbestos and cancer (“such an 
investigation would stir up a hornet’s nest and put the whole industry under 
suspicion”).  In 1965, the ATI noted that the Quebec Asbestos Mining Association 
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saw the need for “alliance with some university such as McGill, so that authoritative 
background publicity can be had.”(7)  Thus began decades of industry-sponsored 
research at McGill. 
 
 Johns-Manville filed for “reorganization” in bankruptcy court in 1982, based 
on a steeply rising volume of lawsuits by asbestos victims and jury awards of 
punitive damages, but J-M continued to press a case against the US government.  J-M 
claimed that the government was partly responsible for asbestos disease in 
shipyards arising from use of J-M asbestos products during World War II.  J-M 
argued that the government should partially reimburse the company for damages J-
M had paid to asbestos victims from wartime exposure.  In response, the US Justice 
Department did a thorough job of discovery of J-M records, finding highly 
incriminating documents.  Months before the trial in 1987, I was asked to testify and 
was shown the new material by the government lawyers.  Partly because of the 
cover-up evidence from the 1930s and early 1940s, J-M lost that case.       
 
 The archive of millions of historic Johns-Manville documents then became 
accessible as part of the firm’s bankruptcy re-organization, including many 
documents implicating other companies.  Other companies that went through 
bankruptcy proceedings over asbestos also had to create repositories of their 
documents, including memos and sales records implicating yet other companies.   
 
 When US Gypsum finally put the required OSHA warning on its drywall 
patching compounds in 1973, one commercial customer was the manufacturing 
homes division of Westinghouse.  Westinghouse was initially unwilling to pay USG 
more for an asbestos-free formula.  A USG man noted that two thirds of the 
Westinghouse workers walked off in protest.  “Westinghouse’s reaction was to 
accept the non-asbestos formulation and to fire an agitator and the entire work 
force that had left their jobs.”  Westinghouse’s corporate industrial hygienist had 
recommended controls for asbestos dust at least as early as 1946 and 1948, though 
it is not known whether the recommendations were followed by plant 
management.(7) 
 
 Union Carbide bought an asbestos mine in 1963 and pursued new markets, 
introducing asbestos commercially in oil-drilling “muds”.  A Carbide asbestos 
salesman in London received the proceedings of the 1964 New York asbestos 
conference just before reporting on his unsuccessful effort to get a British company 
to use asbestos to make “sanitary tissue of the internal type.”  The “tampon memo” 
is emblematic of the lack of restraint in selling asbestos for anything and everything 
– including children’s modeling compounds, socks, towels, women’s coats, gas mask 
filters, cigarette filters and cigars.(7)  
 
 Chase Manhattan Bank sued Britain’s asbestos industry leader for the cost of 
removing Turner & Newall (T&N) sprayed asbestos used to build Chase’s corporate 
headquarters in 1959-61.  Chase’s asbestos removal, already half-done by the mid-
1990s, was expected to total $85 million, and Chase did a job of discovery on T&N’s 
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10 million documents that no other plaintiff could do.  T&N documents showed that 
the 33-year-old woman whose death from asbestosis was reported in the British 
Medical Journal in 1924 was named Nellie Kershaw.  Her desperate efforts to obtain 
some money in her last days and the company men’s decision to not create a 
precedent by helping her were preserved in the T&N archive.(7)   
 
 In the late 1920s, T&N led in forming a global cartel to promote asbestos use 
and fix prices.  T&N was able to get the UK government to exclude asbestos product 
users such as insulators and many asbestos factory workers from being covered by 
the 1933 workplace asbestos regulations.   T&N’s top lawyer lied to the UK 
government that none of their insulation company workers had gotten asbestosis, in 
order to avoid new regulations protecting insulators and other shipyard workers in 
the 1940s and 1950s.   A T&N executive privately ridiculed the asbestos-containing 
dust limit advised (but not followed) in the US in 1955: “complete safeguard to 
health is only obtained by having no dust at all.”(7)  The authors of the internal 
company documents never expected them to be seen by anyone outside the 
company. 
 
 Two T&N men were on the committee that developed the medical basis for 
the 1969 British airborne asbestos exposure limits.  The limits were critically based 
on 1966 chest X-ray readings of asbestos factory workers.  The T&N doctor who 
replaced the one who read the X-rays found ten times as much asbestosis as his 
predecessor had in the same X-rays.  This was not reported, but the new doctor’s 
published report on X-rays of the work force in the same plant five years later made 
it evident that the first company doctor’s diagnoses had to be questioned.  The 
prevalence of asbestosis could not have gone up that much, that fast, in largely the 
same work force.  T&N files show collusion with doctors at the Medical Research 
Council and the Trades Union Congress to keep Dr. Selikoff from reviewing the 1966 
X-rays or even getting an independent expert review of them in Britain.(7)  US 
workplace standards for asbestos, like standards in countries all over the world, 
were strongly influenced by the UK exposure limit, which was based on X-ray 
readings and clinical evaluation by a doctor with no training in radiology or 
occupational medicine.  
 
 The doctor with the unions who helped T&N thwart Selikoff’s effort to see 
the 1966 chest X-rays was Robert Murray.  In a few years he would leave the union 
job and become a consultant.  Dr. Murray’s services to T&N had not yet been 
revealed in legal discovery when he sued my friend, activist Alan Dalton, for libel in 
Britain.  Dalton had published Asbestos: Killer Dust in 1979, with a page accurately 
quoting a union federation to the effect that Murray testified in the US in total 
opposition to the trade union movement and “in line with the most conservative 
industry policies conceivable” on regulating carcinogens.(16)   Dalton was 
bankrupted in 1986 under the UK’s bizarre libel laws, having to pay Murray’s legal 
costs, and copies of the book were ordered by the court to have the pages on Murray 
removed before they could be distributed.  In the early 1990s, Murray was brought 
to Los Angeles to testify in defense of T&N in an asbestos case.  Amazed that the 
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offending pages had not been removed from my copy of the book which he held in 
his hands, Murray was so thoroughly discredited in cross examination that the T&N 
lawyer afterward congratulated the plaintiff’s lawyer on destroying his witness.  Dr. 
Murray never appeared in a US court again.    
 
 At Selikoff’s suggestion, I took issue with Murray denying the availability of 
knowledge of cancer from asbestos before 1945 and claiming the asbestos 
industry’s relationship with its researchers at Saranac was not as reprehensible as 
some people, including me, had said.  I cited 60 references, and Selikoff contributed 
the last paragraph of the text.  Murray’s response cited one reference and called me 
psychotic, paranoid, and fanatical.(17)  The T&N documents the Chase lawyers were 
digging up on Murray had not yet come to my attention.   
 
 Executives from T&N personally confronted the journal editor and 
epidemiologist Richard Doll in 1954, in order to suppress a paper Doll had 
submitted on the high mortality from lung cancer in their factory workers.   T&N 
was subsequently able to get Doll to work for them, in defending the firm against 
regulation, bad publicity, and even in compensation proceedings brought by 
workers with asbestos disease.(7,18)  Doll’s visible participation in US litigation was 
limited to the filing of a sworn statement in support of T&N.  He was never named 
by T&N as a trial witness.  Had he been, Doll would have been deposed and 
questioned in detail about his services to industry. 
 
 A scathing UK documentary, “Alice: A Fight for Life,” was broadcast by 
Yorkshire Television in 1982, focused on a woman dying in her late 30s from brief 
employment for T&N.  To contain the damage at the company’s flagship plant near 
Manchester, England, the company brought in Sir Richard Doll to reassure the plant 
workers and supervisors that their risk of death from occupational cancer was only 
2 ½ percent.  The transcript of Doll comparing that to the “pretty outside chance” of 
winning a 40-to-one shot at the horse races was preserved in T&N archives.  T&N’s 
success at preventing the Alice program from being aired in Swaziland, where the 
company mined asbestos, was also recorded in the archive.  I interviewed Doll in 
2000, and he later declined to reply to my critical review of his services to T&N 
despite repeated invitations by the journal.(18) 
 
 Chase lawyers freely shared the T&N documents.  At my request, they sent 
boxes of documents to activists and public health workers in Africa, Australia, and 
India.  A 1993 BBC radio documentary reported that T&N’s operations in Africa and 
India operated at a lower standard of hygiene than that required in Britain in the 
1970s and 1980s.  BBC even tracked down the founding editor of the British Journal 
of Industrial Medicine, who recalled a T&N man asking him to suppress Doll’s 
epidemiological study when it was in press in 1954.  The T&N workers had 11 times 
the expected rate of lung cancer.  Chase lawyers promptly arranged a deposition, 
thereby preserving Dr. Richard Schilling’s sworn recollection of throwing the dark-
haired director from T&N out of his lab upon hearing this “appalling request.”   
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 Decades of litigation over asbestos and discovery of corporate documents 
have unearthed a veritable encyclopedia of toxic corporate crime.  This history has 
involved the asbestos industry worldwide.  The actions documented include: 
suppression of medical and experimental findings, manipulation of published 
reports, suppression of reference to asbestos hazards in the trade press, publication 
of statements and reports by trade associations that asbestos products are not toxic, 
prolonged violation after regulations required health warning labels on asbestos 
products, marketing of products without warning labels in some countries after 
starting to affix warnings on the same products in other countries, targeting of 
doctors raising public awareness about asbestos hazards, settlement of damage 
suits on condition that the lawyer representing the workers file no more similar 
cases, non-disclosure to employees of asbestosis revealed in their medical 
examinations, firing workers and busting unions for protesting asbestos hazards, 
firing and replacing workers before they had time to develop asbestos diseases from 
their exposures, exporting banned asbestos products, labeling asbestos-containing 
products “asbestos-free”, selling asbestos for use in children’s modeling compounds, 
sub-contracting of hazardous asbestos maintenance work, wanton disposal of 
wastes around asbestos factories, and prolonged failure to take basic sanitary 
precautions to keep workers from taking asbestos home to their families on their 
clothes (7,19-21).   
 
 What one does not find is any record of companies advertising alternative 
products as safer than deadly asbestos products.  Some makers of mineral wool, 
fiber-glass, and non-asbestos calcium silicate insulation were bought by asbestos 
companies starting in the late 1920s.  Other manufacturers of alternative products 
were induced to include asbestos in at least one of their product lines.  What 
resulted was a “conspiracy of silence” persisting for decades, which also came to 
include asbestos product using companies.  In the oil industry, trade publications 
described refineries insulated with mineral wool as early as 1947.  But the industry 
leaders did not act on their knowledge of asbestos dangers by beginning to require 
safer insulations until forced to by strikes in Scotland 20 years later (7).     
 
 Some companies facing regulation and liability exported their asbestos 
products to countries where they were still legal to sell.  This happened with 
asbestos insulation in the 1970s and other products in the 1980s.  Some giant 
asbestos mining companies at first limited health warning labeling to sacks of 
asbestos sold in the US and Canada.   
 
 An Eternit executive, Etienne van der Rest (who would eventually die from 
mesothelioma) pressed the British firms in 1978 to not put the UK warning label on 
product shipments to Europe.  Eternit had asbestos plants and mines in Europe, 
South America, and South Africa. The minutes of the Asbestos International 
Association meeting show that the industry wanted to avoid mandatory labeling 
requiring the skull-and-crossbones symbol or the word “cancer”.  Their fall-back 
position was to use the British label if labeling became “unavoidable.”  The industry 
label, designed with help from corporate damage control experts Hill & Knowlton 
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and accepted by the UK government, did not even harm sales.  It read: “Take Care 
with Asbestos/warning breathing asbestos can damage health/observe the safety 
rules.”(7)  The lack of product liability laws in Europe may be a factor in the 
prolonged delay of warning labeling on asbestos products in Europe through the 
1980s. 
 
 Despite the record, only a few people responsible for causing the asbestos 
pandemic have been criminally prosecuted.   Most of these cases have been in Italy.  
In upholding the conviction of asbestos billionaire Stephan Schmidheiny for creating 
an environmental disaster causing 3000 deaths, the Italian appeal court blamed the 
Swiss Eternit owner-CEO for delaying Italy’s ban on asbestos by 10 years.  
Schmidheiny’s 18-year jail sentence was overturned in its final appeal on a legal 
technicality in 2014.  A manslaughter trial against him over two deaths was tried in 
Turin, and the court found Schmidheiny guilty in May 2019 and sentenced him to 
four years in prison.  This is being appealed.  Three other trials in other regions of 
Italy were then starting, involving other deaths and charging Schmidheiny with 
murder and manslaughter.  The most damning evidence was seized by police from 
the public relations firm working from 1984-2004 to deflect civil and criminal 
liability in Italy from the Swiss parent company and Stephan Schmidheiny in 
particular.  J-M and T&N documents disclosed in US asbestos litigation, involving 
Eternit, were also used by the prosecutors (12). 
 
 
Product Liability’s Role in Public Health 
 
 The United States has a legal system that makes sellers of products 
responsible for the toll on individuals from unsafe and defective products.  
Especially with products like asbestos, whose exposures can precede the effects by 
decades, this is a substantial measure of public protection.  This aspect of US law has 
had a tremendous role in assuring the safety of drugs and many products, beyond 
anything separately achievable through regulation by governmental agencies. 
 
 The public health benefits of product liability flow from the motivation of 
industry to replace intrinsically dangerous products such as asbestos products with 
products made from safer substitute materials.  There is also the matter of 
providing some measure of justice to persons who might have avoided the risks if 
they had been properly warned before using the products.  In the US, unlike other 
countries, the government effort to ban almost all asbestos products was blocked by 
the industry in court, in 1991.  The subsequent continuing decline in asbestos use to 
the extent that no asbestos products are any longer made in the US, is largely the 
result of product liability. 
 
 
 
Appendix 
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Time Line -- Public Health History of Asbestos 
 
1899 -  Lady Inspectors of Factories in UK report lung damage in asbestos workers 
1906 -  UK Parliamentary inquiry describes death from lung scarring in asbestos 
worker 
1918 -  Life insurers decline to insure workers in the “injurious” asbestos industry        
1925 -  “Asbestosis” named in medical literature 
1927 -  Worker’s compensation for asbestosis in Massachusetts 
1930 -  UK survey reports 26% of asbestos workers have asbestosis 
1933 -  UK asbestos regulations take effect 
         -  first reports of asbestosis in asbestos product users (insulation workers) 
1935 -  case reports of deaths from asbestosis and lung cancer (US, UK) 
         -  US surveys report 25%, 53% of asbestos factory workers have asbestosis 
1939 -  Germany awards workers’ compensation for lung cancer with even slight 
asbestosis 
1943 -  Pleural cancers (2) deemed occupational in workers with asbestosis 
(Germany) 
1948-1952 -  widespread recognition of lung cancer danger from asbestos dust in 
magazines and newspapers (US) 
1954-55 – epidemiology studies confirm lung cancer excess in asbestos-exposed 
workers  
1960 – 32/33 cases of pleural mesothelioma have occup. and envir. asbestos 
exposure 
1962 – mesotheliomas throughout the shipyard trades (N. Ireland)   
1964 -  high excess death rate in insulation workers from occup cancers and 
asbestosis  
         -  major conference in US on occup. and envir. hazards of asbestos (publ. 1965) 
1965 -  epidemiology links mesothelioma to household and neighborhood 
environmental asbestos exposure (UK) 
1968 -  asbestos insulation work and smoking increase lung cancer risk 92-fold 
1969 -  conference on asbestos hazards to brake repair workers (UK, publ. 1970) 
1970 -  US Congress creates Environmental Protection Agency (EPA , Occupational   
            Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) beginning era of regulation in US 
1972 -  OSHA issues workplace standard for asbestos 
1973 -  EPA issues emission standard for asbestos as hazardous air pollutant 
         -  US asbestos consumption hits all-time high of 803,000 m.t. 
1974 -  rats inhaling all varieties of asbestos get lung cancer and mesothelioma from  
              all varieties of asbestos, for exposures as short as 7 hours of one day 
            -  man dies from mesothelioma, his only exposure was one day of sawing   
             asbestos boards for chicken coups 
1975 -  US Food and Drug Administration regulates against use of asbestos filters for    
             preparation of drugs 
          -  US EPA bans asbestos in thermal insulation as an air pollution hazard 
          -  US National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health issues alert on      
              asbestos hazards to mechanics from brake and clutch servicing   
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1977 -  International Agency for Research on Cancer: no known exposure threshold 
for cancer risk from asbestos  
1978 -  US asbestos litigation unearths “Pentagon Papers” of asbestos industry 
cover-up in 1930s and 1940s 
1982 -   largest US asbestos company, Manville, seeks protection from lawsuits in 
bankruptcy court 
1983-1986 -  Iceland becomes first country to ban all types of asbestos (followed by     
               Norway, Denmark, Sweden) 
1986 -   International Labor Organization (ILO) issues asbestos convention (162) 
and recommendation (172) 
1989 -  US EPA issues rules to phase out all major asbestos uses by 1997 (rules   
             overturned in court before taking effect, in 1991)  
         -  construction workers’ union federation (now Building and Wood Workers’          
            International) calls for global ban of asbestos  
1993 – Germany joins The Netherlands, Switzerland, Finland, Austria, Italy in  
               banning all forms of asbestos – only exception is asbestos diaphragms in a          
              chlorine manufacturing process   
1994 -  US OSHA lowers permissible exposure limit for asbestos to 0.1 fiber/cc 
1999 -  Canada challenges French asbestos ban at World Trade Organization (WTO  
             rejects “controlled use” argument and rules in favor of France, 2000)  

- last multinational asbestos company sells asbestos mine and converts to    
non-asbestos fiber-cement manufacturing (Saint-Gobain, in Brazil) 

           -  International Ban Asbestos Secretariat established 
2000 – major conference of asbestos activists, unionists, health professionals,  
               victims’ groups in Osasco, Brazil 
2001 -  Chile and Argentina ban all forms of asbestos 
2002 -  Spain and Uruguay ban all forms of asbestos 
2004 -  Japan  and Honduras ban all forms of asbestos 
2005 -  All European Union countries impose asbestos bans 
2006 -  ILO and World Health Organization call for worldwide bans on asbestos 
2007 -  World Bank calls for avoiding use of asbestos materials in new construction   
            and development of management plans for facilities where asbestos material    
            is already present (followed by Asbestos Guidance Note in 2009) 
2008 -  South Africa and Oman ban all types of asbestos  
         -  Brazil Supreme Court upholds bans on asbestos by Sao Paulo and other states  
2009 -  South Korea bans all types of asbestos 
2010 -  Qatar, Mozambique, and Turkey ban all types of asbestos 
2011 -  Israel, Serbia ban all types of asbestos  
2012  -  Taiwan bans all forms of asbestos 
2014 -  Macedonia and Nepal ban all forms of asbestos 
2016  -  Iraq bans all forms of asbestos 
2017 -  Brazil bans all forms of asbestos  
2018 -  Canada bans all forms of asbestos 
 
For more detailed information on bans, see 
http://www.ibasecretariat.org/chron_ban_list.php  

http://www.ibasecretariat.org/chron_ban_list.php
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DISCLOSURE 
 
The author has testified as an expert witness on the public health and corporate 
history of asbestos, usually at the request of plaintiffs, in over 400 civil and criminal 
trials in the US, Australia, and Italy, starting in 1979.    
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